"Vinnytsia Electro Tekhnologiya"

We train real specialists for operation and maintenance of electrical networks
“Vinnytsiaelectrotekhnologiya” (VET) is a unique training center where technical personnel from power companies acquire live working technics, improve professional skills in close to real-life conditions on network and substation equipment, study diagnostics and rehabilitation.
VET is a basic training ground for personnel of transmission system operator State Enterprise “National Power Company “Ukrenergo”. Workers of varied employment from power companies of Ukraine, CIS countries, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, Poland, Vietnam and South Korea undergo here vocational and refresher trainings.

- License of Ministry of Education and Science, Youth and Sports of Ukraine dated 14.08.2012 p. АД № 072633;
Facilities available for students of the training center:

- training ground of 0.4-110 kV and 330-750 kV
- working simulator model of 35/10 kV transformer substation
- high-voltage test unit – a simulator for working under operating voltage with an access to conductor potential for electrician (with a possibility to supply voltage of 330 kV on a separate phase)
- ground for fire trainings
- cable stand for practical trainings containing point of fault search and cable laying route, cable box installation, cable testing
- closed substation simulator
- workshop
- testing laboratory
- production and kitting facility
- machines and machinery of transport service department
- conference hall
- library with up-to-date manuals and textbooks, modern technical literature
Training process is fully provided with widely used electrical equipment, instruments and devices for technical maintenance, newest tool set products, protective equipment and small-scale mechanization.

Specialist of VET constantly develop, present and test in field studies new work techniques, and also devices and mechanisms for protection and maintenance-operation works in networks.

The best specialist of educational, scientific, medical, legal and power engineering fields are involved in the studying process.
Training in VET gives:

✓ Experience in the under voltage work;
✓ Experience with up-to-date electrical equipment and software;
✓ Experience in electrical equipment repair, diagnostics and rehabilitation;
✓ Acquaintance with the model and principles of operation of Integrated Power System of Ukraine;
✓ Access to the library stock of specialized literature;
✓ Comfort living conditions and leisure.
We invite you for training course!

Contacts:
Khmelnitsky highway, 10th km,
Vinnytsia city, Ukraine, 21029
Tel.: +380 432 56-75-97, +380 432 56-75-98
Tel./Fax: +380 432 63-49-40, +380 432 63-49-41
http://127063.ua.all.biz/